
1. platform: As the train drew into the station, Terry could see his

sister waiting on the ____

2. departure lounge: I was so nervous about flying that I left my

passport in the ____

3. coach station: By the time I got to the ___ the bus to scotland

had left

4. harbour: As soon as the boat left the ____ the storm began

5. buffet: We hadn't had anything to eat but luckily there was a ___

on the train

6. cabin: iIm afraid there is only one first class ___ free on the boat

7. deck: Most of the young people on the boat slept on the _____ in

their sleeping bags

8. quay: There was a queue of cars on the ___ waiting for the car-

ferry to the island

9. runway: Our plane nearly crashed into a fire-engine on the ___

10. cancel: I had to ___ my tickets because I was ill and couldn't

travel

11. took off: The plane ___ on time but it arrived half an hour late at

its destination.

12. passengers: It was hard to find a seat on the train as there were

so many ___

13. single ticket: Do you want a return or a ____?

14. declare: The customs officer asked Bill if he had anything to ___

15. luggage: How much ___ can I take with me on the plane ?

16. destination: Tim reached Paris safely but his luggage didn't

reach its ____

17. delay: The 8.55 from Hull will arrive 30 minutes behind

schedule. We apologise for the ___ and inconvenience

18. cruise: A journey by ship for pleasure or as a holiday

19. flight: A journey by plane

20. itinerary: The plan of a journey from start to finish

21. trip: An informal word for journey. It sometimes inplies a short

journey.

22. expedition: A journey for a scientific or special purpose

23. package tour: A holiday which includes organised travel and

accommodation

24. travel: I like to __________ to at least one new country every year

on holiday

25. tour: An organized journey to see the sights of a place

26. crossing: A journey from one side of the sea to the other

27. agent: The travel - will send you the itinerary for your trip

28. guided tour: My neighbours went on a guided ___ of Rome with

a local expert

29. ferry: The last time I went from England to France by - we had

a very rough crossing

30. package: When you go on a ___ holiday you pay one price for

everything

31. ruins: The college organised an expedition to search for the

ancient -

32. maiden: The Titanic sank on its ____ voyage in 1912

33. voyage: A journey by sea

34. business: My husband is away on a ___ trip at the moment. Can I

help you?

35. fortnight: I stayed in France for a (two week period) last year

36. accommodation: It's difficult to find (anywhere to stay) here in

the summer

37. hitch-hike: We had no money so we had to (get lifts in other

people's cars)

38. guest house: The place where we stayed wasn't a hotel but a

(private house where you pay to stay and have meals)

39. book: I'd like to (reserve) three single rooms for next week

please

40. hostel: The school has its own (place for students to stay)

41. porter: We gave a tip to the (person who carried our bags in

the hotel)

42. seaside: Last year we didn't go to the mountains for our

holiday. We went to the _______ instead

43. seafood: There's a restaurant near the harbour that serves

wonderfully fresh __________

44. sea level: This town is very high up in the mountains and is

more than one thousand metres above ________

45. sea front: We drove along the __________ but we couldn't find

anywhere to park

46. seagulls: The guests on the cruise ship always throw bread to

the _______ that fly behind the ship

47. seasick: Luckily I had taken some travel pills so i didn't feel -

48. weigh: What percentage of people ______ more than 100

kilograms?

49. camp site: It was raining and we couldn't find a (place to put

our tent)

50. excess baggage: When your luggage at the airport is heavier

than the permitted weight then you normally have to pay for

____________

51. aircraft: It's another word for a plane

52. boarding card: A document that you have to show at the

airport gate before you are allowed to get on the plane :

53. passport: You will often need to have a passport when you

travel across a border into another country.

54. take-off: Airplane passengers have to wear a seatbelt during

__________ :

55. board: to get on the plane :

56. delays: There are often __________ on the motorway during the

summer holidays

57. land: The plane will ____________ on the runway at the end of its

journey

58. announcement: Spoken information to a group of people :
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59. cabin crew: The people on the aircraft who look after the

passengers :

60. terminal builiding: The airport building :

61. baggage reclaim: The place where you collect your luggage at

the airport :

62. departure: When you leave a place at the start of a journey

63. room service: The staff who bring food and drink to your hotel

room are providing ____________

64. access: Almost all hotels offer free internet __________ to their

guests nowadayys

65. air conditioning: Almost all coaches nowadays have an

_____________ system to keep the passengers cool :

66. single room: A hotel room for one guest :

67. double room: A hotel room for two guests with a double bed

68. twin room: A hotel room for two people with two single beds

69. satellite TV: _________ offers many channels from different

countries :

70. mini-bar: A small fridge in a hotel room with drinks and snacks

:

71. customs: Your luggage may be checked by a ___________ officer at

the airport to make sure that you don't have anything illegal :

72. safe: A lockable box for money and valuable items

73. fully booked: When the hotel is _______________ all the rooms have

been taken :

74. book a room: You will usually have to ________________ well in

advance at the more popular hotels in the city centre.

75. in advance: before you go :

76. check in at reception: You will need to _________________ when you

first arrive in order to get your room key

77. stay: the period of time you spend in a place :

78. check out: Most hotels require that their guests _____________ in the

morning on their day of departure

79. duty free: When you buy from the _________________ shop you don't

pay any tax

80. overhead locker: The storage space above your seat on a

plane is called the _________________________

81. waiter: A ______________ is a man who serves drinks and meals in a

restaurant

82. tip: When you give money to a waiter or waitress for good

service it is called a _______________

83. stewardess: A woman who works on a plane and looks after

the passengers on a plane is called a _________

84. reception: The__________ is the place where you check in when

you arrive at a hotel

85. elevator: The _______________ takes you up or down between the

floors if you don't want to climb the stairs

86. departures board: The ___ is a screen at the airport which

shows you what time the planes leave

87. control: When you go through passport ____________ someone will

check your passport

88. unpack: When I arrive at home after a long trip, I always _____

my suitcase immediately.

89. hair dryer: The electrical appliance used so that your hair does

not remain wet is the ___

90. flight attendant: steward or stewardess


